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In his book Menichetti proposes to offer a systematic study of the motifs illustrated on the famous Praenestan "ciste", a series of bronze boxes dating from the fifth to the third century B.C. The author shows that the scenes, themes and the iconography depicted on this material can be taken as reflecting the system of values prevailing in mid-republican Praeneste. One of the most conspicuous themes visible in the decoration of the boxes is matrimony and the education of the woman, both vital elements for the continuity and survival of any society. Another central element is virtus which for men meant sport, war and triumph, while the female virtus was characterized by pulchritudo (mundus muliebris), seduction, and matrimony with potential offspring. The virtus, or courage, is comparable to the one we know from the elogium of Scipio Barbatus, where it appears together with forma (quouis forma virtutei parisuma fuit). This clearly recalls the old Greek idea of kalos k'agathos.
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With this systematic study of all the known fictile sarcophagi known to be preserved in museums and private collections in Sicily and Lipari, it is possible for the first time to have a picture of the diffusion of this type in the Sicilian graveyards from archaic Greek times through the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Bonanno also studies the areas in mainland Greece and Asia Minor where fictile sarcophagi are attested so as to discuss the introduction into Sicily of the habit of burying people in that particular way. What is interesting is that the eastern findings of fictile sarcophagi would mostly seem to come from northern Greece, Rhodes, and some localities in Asia Minor (pp. 249 ff.). The major conclusion is that the use of fictile sarcophagi was imported to Sicily by the Greek colonists. Though the production of sarcophagi varied locally, and new techniques and ways of decoration were introduced, the fact remains that the genre itself was oriental. After the Catalogue of 74 pieces, Bonanno discusses the typology, chronology and style of the sarcophagi, and presents important observations on some technical questions. In an appendix T. Mannoni provides a mineralogical study of the clay used for the sarcophagi.
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The significance of this volume, which contains the papers delivered at the seventh Architektur-Referat Colloquium, lies in what was defined as the general approach to the theme: not only should architectural monuments be studied as individual objects, but also as testimonies to (complex) relationships between city and countryside. The indisputable fact
is that such relationships can be best studied with an eye on historical and literary evidence as well. From the interdisciplinary point of view, "Bauforschung" itself is most welcome, as it may illustrate the historical development of an ancient site from antiquity to Byzantine and Islamic times.

The book prints 26 papers which are thematically divided into five sections: Vom Dorf zur Stadt; Das Bild der Stadt; Zentrum und Peripherie; Stadt und Politik; Das Ende der antiken Stadt. The geographical and chronological range of the topics is very wide (from the neolithic age to medieval times and Islam, and from the western and northern Roman Empire to the remote East). Besides archaeology, many contributions discuss interesting questions relating to history, religion, and town planning.
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The legend of the theft of the Palladium from Troy, and its later development and reception, is a complex theme involving myth, history, art, and religion. The aim of Moret's study is to trace this theme on ancient cameos and other engraved stones. This is a justifiable choice in so far as the repetition of an individual theme may illustrate stylistic developments within a single artistic genre. The Catalogue includes 310 ancient pieces discussed with remarkable accuracy. Some particular types and their iconographies as well as the question concerning the geographic distribution of the material are dealt with in five separate chapters. The concluding chapter on the significance of the Palladium in Rome is logical and written with a practiced hand. Moret also touches on the question of why the theme of the Palladium never appears in Etruscan art where Greek myths are otherwise so well represented. This remains "l'un des mystères les plus inexplicables de l'art antique" (p. 3). The bibliography is abundant and the indices are well organized.
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